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The Economic Agenda of Vice-President Jejomar Binay  
as delivered by  

Former Finance Secretary Margarito “Gary” Teves 
 
It is an honor to be speaking before you to share VP Binay’s vision for Philippine business and 
economy. A recent Manila Standard survey of 3,000 voters nationwide found that poverty is still 
the most pressing problem of the country today. For Vice President Binay, poverty can be 
addressed by focusing on three things: 1) one, the creation of more stable jobs and livelihood 
opportunities for people in the cities and, even more so, in the countryside, 2) two, more 
meaningful income for our workers, and 3) adequate and affordable food for every Filipino.  The 
Philippine economy needs to sustain 7- to 8-percent GDP growth per annum to reduce poverty 
even faster and to attain more inclusive growth sooner. This can be achieved with the right mix 
of economic and social policies of a government that is sensitive to both the needs of its 
constituents and those who do business in the country. More importantly, the government must 
be committed to the proper implementation and timely delivery of priority projects. Our country 
is too focused on the services industry that we neglected sectors that can provide the most 
number of jobs for less educate and low-skilled workers. In this regard, a Binay presidency will 
prioritize the following sectors:  
 
Agriculture: increase farm productivity and raise farmers’ income by one (1), rethinking the 100% 
rice self-sufficiency policy. This includes reforming the national food authority and ending its 
monopoly on rice importation so that it can focus more on food security; two (2), allotting a 
bigger budget for rural infrastructure like farm-to-market roads, irrigation systems, and post-
harvest facilities; and three (3), promoting crop diversification and high-value crops, and 
encouraging our farmers to shift from subsistence farming to agribusiness 
 
Manufacturing and exports will be made more competitive regionally by one (1), accelerating the 
implementation of infrastructure projects in the countryside to complement an industry 
dispersal program; two (2), securing affordable and reliable power supply; and three (3), ensuring 
that mining taxes in the country are fair and consistent with international best practices in order 
to attract large environmentally and socially responsible mining investors.  
 
Micro-, Small and Medium Enterprises: one (1), streamlining the business registration system to 
accelerate the establishment of more MSMEs; two (2) boosting digital infrastructure to allow 
MSMEs to connect their products and services in domestic and overseas markets (this will be 
facilitated by the creation of a Department of Information and Communications Technology or 
DICT that will focus on the Philippines’ digital infrastructure); and three (3), giving more 
incentives to companies that participate in the government’s training and apprenticeship 
program for helping train the workforce and increase labor productivity.  
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To attract more investors to create the jobs we need, a Binay presidency will prioritize amending 
the economic provisions of the Constitution that restrict the entry of foreign direct investment 
of FDIs in some major sectors of the Philippine economy. Opening the economy will also address 
one hurdle that is keeping from the Philippines from joining the Trans-Pacific Partnership or TPP. 
Joining TPP is expected to develop our manufacturing, textile, and shipbuilding industries. It will 
also give the Philippines preferential treatment status in the BPO sector.  
 
A Binay presidency will immediately convene the legislative and executive development advisory 
council or LEDAC to discuss the measure and certify as urgent in the next Congress. The 
Philippines currently ranks 103rd out of 189 countries in the World Bank’s Doing Business Report 
in 2016. It is still easier to do business in Malaysia, which ranked 18th, Thailand 49th, Brunei 84th, 
and Vietnam 90th. On that note, we need to continue making it increasingly easier for investors 
to do business in the Philippines. A Binay presidency will endeavor to shorten business 
registration process from 16 steps in 34 days to 6 steps over 8 days. One-stop shops will also be 
established to simplify the application process from the 165 required signatures that take a 
minimum of 2 years to accelerate the construction of new power plants.  
 
Finally, a Binay presidency will reduce both personal and corporate income tax rates to a level 
that is more competitive and consistent with our ASEAN peers. Tax brackets must also be 
adjusted to inflation. We have a menu of options to compensate the revenue loss, namely, one 
(1), passage of revenue-generating measures such as the rationalization of the fiscal incentives 
act, which when combined with the recently passed TIMTA or Tax Incentive and Management 
Act; two (2), sale of government assets and privatization of select GOCCs such as PAGCOR, PCSO 
or Philippine Charity Sweepstakes, and the Philippine Port Authority; and three (3), continue to 
improve the tax effort by, among others, simplifying tax administration and embarking on a more 
aggressive campaign to catch and convict tax evaders.  
 
A Binay presidency will spend at least 5% of GDP annually to an integrated countrywide 
infrastructure development program that will build new roads, bridges, railways, ports, and 
airports and upgrade old ones. The level of spending must be gradually increased to 7% of GDP 
as government revenues allow. We aim to build one mega project per region and one major 
project per province. We will not only continue but also enhance the implementation of the PPP 
strategy. This entails the following: one (1), passing legislation such as the amendment to the 
Build-Operate-Transfer law; two (2), strictly honoring contracts and having consistent 
government policies; and three (3), eliminating technical and legal bottlenecks to accelerate the 
completion of important infrastructure projects. We need to shift to a dual airport system. 
Pending and stalled development at Clark International Airport must be accelerated to help ease 
congestion in NAIA. We are open to alternative locations such as Cavite if these are feasible and 
if the private investors are prepared to shoulder the entire project costs. Similarly, use more of 
the underutilized Subic and Batangas ports to free up the port of Manila. There are several 
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ongoing road projects in Metro Manila and extension of our mass transport systems have just 
started to be implemented. In the interim, we support the application of the three E’s as 
suggested by Ed Yap of MAP (Management Association of the Philippines): 1) Road Engineering, 
2) education of all stakeholders, and 3) enforcement of traffic rules to help lessen traffic 
congestion in Metro Manila.  
 
A policy environment that is more conducive to business will allow local and foreign firms to 
thrive in the Philippines. This, in turn, will attract more capital and generate more jobs and 
provide additional revenues to enable the state to take better care of the poor and the 
marginalized. 
 
The Philippines takes pride in our labor force. Known worldwide for speaking good English and 
for being hardworking, a Binay presidency will continue to invest in human capital development 
through better education and health services. A Binay presidency will continue K-12 and further 
improve the program by integrating an apprenticeship component similar to the University of 
Makati’s Dual Training System or DTS. Under the DTS, the school and a partner company ensure 
that the students are given an appropriate training in theory and practice. DTS equips students 
with a set of skills developed to suit the company needs, thereby improving the employability 
after high school.  
 
In addition to skills and competence, a healthy workforce is beneficial to employers too.  A Binay 
presidency will implement a nationwide program similar to the globally recognized Yellow Card 
program in Makati, which reduces out-of-pocket expenses by providing beneficiaries free 
material, child and early care, free outpatient consultations and medicines and government-
subsidized hospitalization on top of PhilHealth benefits. But for PhilHealth and Yellow Card 
program to be truly useful, health facilities need to be upgraded. We shall ensure proper health 
budget utilization and strengthen the ability of the LGUs to deliver health services by promptly 
giving their fair share of Sin Tax collections. This is expected to help improve public hospitals and 
health facilities and enable them to hire more staff and procure adequate medical supplies. As 
an experienced chief executive, VP Binay takes a pragmatic approach on administration and 
development, social programs on health and education, among others, will be implemented 
consistent with fiscal prudence.  
 
All these are aimed at providing a policy environment that will make the Philippines more 
conducive and attract even more investors. Under Binay presidency, the government’s role as an 
enabler will be played to the hilt. He shall periodically meet and consult with the business sector 
to get your thoughts and insights. He’s committed to long-term policies and programs that 
strengthen the partnership between business and government to arrive at more win-win 
solutions—Governance to the government, business to the businessmen. 
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Displayed are the top five priorities of the first 100 days of a Binay presidency: 
(flashed on screen are Jobs, income, food, infra, and governance). 
 
VP Binay will fine tune his priorities in consultation with the business sector. We are often asked 
if the Binay presidency will continue reforms initiated by the Aquino administration. Yes, he will. 
VP Binay believes that development requires sustained implementation of good reforms such as 
the Conditional Cash Transfer and the PPP program with some improvements.  
 
In summary, a Binay presidency aims to implement the Makati City model: 
 

- Foster a pro-business environment that will allow local and foreign firms to flourish. 
- Increased revenues from the private sector will then enable the government to help more of its 

people through more jobs, more meaningful incomes, and adequate and affordable food for 
every Filipino 
 
In short, bring about more inclusive growth faster, ensuring that the business of—the benefits of 
economic progress reach the entire population most specially the poor and marginalized sectors. 
 
Thank you. 
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